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NetPicks publishes the Ultimate Trading Machine proprietary trading course and strategy. This is only available directly from the publisher, NetPicks, LLC and each exclusive license entitles just the original buyer to own the trading strategy. As part of the purchase it is agreed upon at time of purchase to abide by those conditions and limit use to their household only in order to protect the integrity of the system and NetPicks, LLC intellectual and confidential property.
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NetPicks, LLC is a member of eBay's VeRO program. NetPicks, LLC strictly enforces its intellectual property rights, including but not limited to its trademarks, and copyrights.

This intellectual property is utilized in connection with the publishing and distribution of copyright trading systems, software, websites and books.
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http://www.netpicks.com/getultimate.html
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Only NetPicks, LLC has the exclusive right to use, distribute and sell its intellectual property. Trademarks and copyrights are protected under United States and international trademark laws.

Any copying, distribution, reprinting, or sale of any NetPicks, LLC material without the express written permission of NetPicks, LLC is subject to prosecution for copyright infringement. Any circulating, copying, distribution, or display of copyrighted materials owned by NetPicks, LLC without the express written permission of NetPicks, LLC is subject to prosecution for copyright infringement.
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